Corrigendum Regarding Notification For Physical Counselling of M.D. (Ay.)
Panchkarma Seat

This is to be informed that in the notification for physical counselling of M.D. (Ay.) Panchkarma seat vide Notification No. F.1 (34)/P.G./2020-21/6082 Dated 16/08/2021. The following corrections should be considered in the flow chart of priority during the allotment of seat according to the merit list.

1. **Government CGN Candidate** (who are not Admitted in NIA)
   (In case no candidate from above category is present then the candidate from s.no 2 will be considered.)

2. **Private CGN** (who are not Admitted in NIA)
   (In case no candidate from above category is present then the candidate from s.no 3 will be considered.)

3. **NIA Passout Students** (who are not Admitted in NIA)
   (In case no candidate from above category is present then the candidate from s.no 4 will be considered.)

4. **Open (DSRRAU Jodhpur / NIA) – Combined merit**
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